"From the cowardice that shrinks from
new truth, from the laziness that is content
with half truths, from the arrogance that
thinks it knows all truth, O, God of Truth,
deliver us."
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A Fool of
Fools
The
environmentalists
are all worried about an
alleged global warming
and what they call “A
man’s carbon footprint.”
Me thinks they should be concerned about the
global warming that Peter spoke about and the
moral footprints he addresses.
II Peter 3:10-12: “10 But the day of the Lord will
come as a thief in the night, in which the heavens
will pass away with a great noise, and the elements
will melt with fervent heat; both the earth and the
works that are in it will be burned up. 11
Therefore, since all these things will be
dissolved, what manner of persons ought you to
be in holy conduct and godliness, 12 looking for
and hastening the coming of the day of God,
because of which the heavens will be dissolved,
being on fire, and the elements will melt with fervent
heat?”
Now there is no doubt that God has placed man on
the earth to care for it. Psalms 8:4-8: “4 What is
man that You are mindful of him, And the son of
man that You visit him? 5 For You have made him a
little lower than the angels, And You have crowned
him with glory and honor. 6 You have made him to
have dominion over the works of Your hands;
You have put all things under his feet, 7 All
sheep and oxen-Even the beasts of the field, 8
The birds of the air, And the fish of the sea That
pass through the paths of the seas.”
The worry we should share is not global warming
caused by man but rather the problems the global
warming fanatics produce for man while trying to
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manipulate us to their stupid, manmade contortions
to allegedly protect the earth from mankind.
Think for yourself. Which is more important to God?
Man or the world that God made for man? Which
does God love?
The treaties and bans and ideas proposed at
Copenhagen last year are alarming!!! Think!!!
They want to tell you:
• How many children you should have.
• At what temperature your house should be.
• What kind of car you should own (Little death
traps)
• How many animals or pets you can own.
• What you can and cannot eat.
• What fuel can be used, how much, and how
often.
Personal liberty, free enterprise, choice of life and
health will become dictated by the government. Of
course, that is the real goal of these totalitarians.
Can you imagine:
• The price tag on such an agenda?
• The control they would have?
• The loss of profits to enterprises and small
businesses?
• The loss of jobs of both skilled and unskilled
labor?
How will the poor pay for this increase in fuel, food,
healthcare, or transportation in an anxiety ridden
environmental whack-o world with all of the
prohibitions and foolish legislation? And who will
make the profit on this agenda?
Big government will have to pay. This means a
totalitarian government with high taxes. This means
that the number of poor people will increase and
need provision by big government.
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THE GOSPEL UNASHAMED

The government of a few elitists will become the lord
of God’s creation instead of all mankind. Psalms 8
speaks to all men, not an elite bunch of lords over
His world.
What utter arrogance it is to think that mankind living
a moral normal life is going to affect the quality of
God’s world. The truth is, God is much more likely
to chasten mankind for man’s immoral lifestyle than
man can affect it by living normal Godly lives.
It sure was hot around Sodom and Gomorrah for its
immoral footprint and their abuse of each other than
their abuse of the environment. The Bible says that
Sodom was like the Garden of Eden before He
destroyed it.
Genesis 13:10: “And Lot lifted his eyes and saw all
the plain of Jordan, that it was well watered
everywhere (before the LORD destroyed Sodom
and Gomorrah) like the garden of the LORD, like the
land of Egypt as you go toward Zoar.”
God has shown that He casts out His tenets for
immorality and abuse of people but never for his
abuse of the environment.
What an insult to the wisdom, providence, and
sovereignty of God to think His whole creation could
be brought to worthlessness by the caretaker He
placed over His world. Is God going to allow His
tenant to annihilate that which He owns? To think
so is just plain “gory”.
A fool says in his heart, “there is no God”. It is a
bigger fool who says that there is a God but He
could not design His world to accommodate the
billions of people whom He chose to place on His
earth.
Color such men “unbelievers” for as Scriptures says
in Isaiah 45:18: “For thus says the LORD, Who
created the heavens, Who is God, Who formed the
earth and made it, Who has established it, Who did
not create it in vain, Who formed it to be inhabited:
"I am the LORD, and there is no other.
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